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Alpha Whiskey's new paint scheme and jaunty railwheel give it a sporty look that gets a lot of attention. 
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by Bob Newton 
Remember the old ads touting 

introduction of tricycle gear simplicity? 
"Drive it off and drive it back on 
again," those ads proclaimed. The nose
wheel-equipped trainer had arrived, 
making flying as easy as falling over a 
tie-down rope. Tricycle gear certainly 
took the thrill out of takeoffs and land
ings, particularly in a crosswind~plus 
you didn't have to crane your neck to 
see around the side of the cowl while 
~axiing, or make S-turns to keep from 
running over someone. Tricycle gear 
was an instant and enduring success. 

Thirty years ago, some Cessna 140 
owners< Were modernizing tHeir air
planes by equipping them with tricycle 
gear. Now, however, a generation of 
pilots who were raised on the trikes 
are rediscovering the joy of flying tail
draggers. Today, Cessna 150 .owners 
are glamori'zing their planes by con
verting them to tail draggers, Why would 
any.orie spend good money to convert a 
forgiving and easy-to-fly 150 or 152 
into a twitchy taildragger? No doubt, 
part of the current infatuation wjth 
conventional gear is an emotional re
sponse to the mystique of the good old 
days. But aside from the macho image 
associated with the wily taildragger pi- Note the location ,of the main gear on followed around by the rest of the air-
lot, there is the perfectly logical reason the taifdragger. On a normal 150, the plane behind me. 
that the' conversion increases the ait- gear attaches more than two feet Visibility on the ground was as good 

further aft. f h f plane's utility. Conventional gear can as rom t e t:ont seat of a Citabria, al-
let you-fly from unimproved fields that r-----,--------------i though the ISO's cowling was broader. 
the long skinny nose strut can't handle. have done the same demonstration with I found that taxiing was nearly as easy 
There is also the less practical; but a DC-3. as in a normal 150. The airp~ne felt 
powerful, urge to be different-and a Summersett's new kits provide plenty heavier than a Citabria, ana the tail 
taildragger 150 is certainly a novel of prop clearance for wheel landings. swung around almost sluggi~hly in the 
sight. He reworked the attachment of the~ turns. 

gear box to raise the nose higher! off.. On takeoff roll, the taildragger track-Two innovative and entrepreneuraI ., -
sbrts who feel that the 150 can be im- the ground. The new kit gives the air- ed straight and true down the runway, 

plane a prop clearance of 12%" in with very few rudder corrections reproved by converting it to conventional 
the takeoff attitude, nearly 4" more quired. The tail was noticeably slow gear are James Summersett, president 
than the FAA's minimum requirement to come off the ground and seemed of Custom Aircraft Conversions, in San 

Antonio, Texas, and Ralph Bolen, pres- of 9". ,content to behave sensibly throughout 
It's impossible to say how the 150 the roll. The conversion moves the 

~~~~. o~o~~P~ls~O~~;r!n~., 1 ~n2 Lc~:~~~~ taildraggers behave as a group, because mains forward the full width of the 
, the two I flew reacted completely dif- cabin door, increasing the momentum 

sion kit, which was test flown by Gene 
Smith for his pirep "Born Again Sky- ferently. One was tame, but the other of the tail and accounting for the hea.vy 

one turned out to be a mite twitchy, feel when you bring up the tail on 
hawk," featured in the January 1980 t ' I t' kl' h th d tak'eoff roll, The advantage of that, ac-cer am y more IC IS, on e groun 
Air Progress. Summersett expected to than, say, a Citabria. Judging from the cording to Summersett, is that it "gives 
have a 172 kit of his own design certi- comments of some owners of other the airplane better control on rough or 
ficated py early summer, as of this Texas Taildraggers, there is no stan- soft fields to prevent a noseover." writing. dard for the handling characteristics of Once in the air, I was back in a 150 

I flew:" two taildragger 150s for this the conversions. Some of the planes again, although both Summersett and 
pirep, both modified with Summersett's are docile and others bear careful Bolen claim that cruise performance 
kits. The first Texas Taildragger, as watching. I flew the pussycat first. benefits from the mod. Custom Air
Summersett calls his conversion, had Jeff and I crawled into the slanting craft's speed tests at five different pow
been built up from an early' version of cabin, lit the fire and taxied to the er settings over a two mile course show
the kit. Unfortunately, the first 30 or runway under leaden skies. I was ed an 8-12% mph increase over similar 
so kits provided somewhat marginal wrapped in a feeling of familiarity, but tests flown before the plane was modi
prop clearance. During our preflight, in- something still seemed out of place. fied. Summersett claims an average 
structor Jeff Kertes warned me riot to It took a few moments to figure out that speed gain of 9 mph, most of which he 
make wheel landings in that airplane, the alien clement was the fecl and attributes to eliminating the drag of the 
then demonstrated his point by walking sound of the rQIling taiIwheel, echoing nosewheel. The weather kept Jeff and 
to the rear of the airplane and raising forward through the fuselage. For the me in the pattern, but a quick check of 
the tail to the wheel landing attitude. first time in about ten years of flying airspeed that I made in the second 150 
Jeff is a big guy, and he probably could the 150, I had the sensation of being conversion showed 107 mph at 55 per-
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TAILDRAGG 

Custom Aircraft's kit includes a Maule 
soft rubber tire and taifwheel assembly. 

cent and 5500 ft, about 6 mph over 
book. Summersett's conversion also 
cuts about 16 lbs from the empty weight 
of a tube gear airplane and 10 Ibs 
from a leaf gear plane. He claims an 
initial climb -rate improvement of 65 
fpm. 

Landings in this airplane were as easy 
as the takeoff. Summersett says that 
"ground response is about half as sen
sitive as in a Cessna 140," and for this 
airplane, at least, I agree that it was 
pretty tame. 

Then I climbed into N714AW, an
other Custom Aircraft conversion, and 
found an airplane that needed con
stant attention on the ground. Alpha 
Whiskey was modified with one of 
Summersett's later .kits, giving it a 
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slightly higher three-point attitude, but 
everything else was the same. 

Parfiite Inc., in Riverside, California, 
had recently finished modifying 4A W 
and was kind enough to give us some 
time with their new "toy." In addition 
to the conversion, the airplane also had 
been repainted in a simple but attrac
tive scheme. 

-Parfiite is a full-line Cessna dealer. 
General manager Bill Williams said that 
they planned to use the airplane pri
marily as a tailwheeI trainer. The 150 
drew a lot of attention as soon as it 
was put on the ramp, and Williams 
said he thought that the tail dragger 
made flying "kind of fun again." Char
les MarIo, the service manager, and 
chief mechanic Paul Barber headed up 
the conversion work, and everyone in 
the company who coul~ twist a wrench 
was drawn into the effort. 



Isaacson, _ the chief instructor at 
surprised me during our pre

briefing when he said he thought 
Alpha Whiskey was a tricky air

about as sensitive as a Cessna 
said ,that a new student who 

to begin with the taildtagger 
expect about 13 hours of dual 

before going soio. Isaacson cJ.idn't 
to teach wheel landings until the 

was about ready for his license. 
C'lst,om Aircraft's kit has -been approv

for spins, and Summersett says that 
inertia of the, tailwheel actually im

spin recovery. Isaacson" on the 
hand, was concerned about the 

a;~:~:~~~~': -cg and was still debating 
~ to spin it. Both Sumrriersett and 

say that the cg does not change 
the airplane is converted. All that 

happ',ns is the plane feels tail heavy 
ground because the mains have 

fOI;ward. 
difference between 4A Wand the 

conv,,"siion I flew was obvious from 
turn on the taxiway at Apple 

Airport, where _ we had landed 
theinflight photo work. I could 
the first airplane much like a tri

--'- just ease off the rudder when I 
to stop the turn. But in 4A W, 

had to feed in opposite rudder to 
the turn rate from increasing. This 

airphme behaved like a taildragger, by 
and a slightly squirrel}y!.bne at 

After overshooting the runway ceo
stripe a couple of times, I finaliy got 
lined up and put the throttle against 
'panel for takeoff. Following Isaac

technique, I held the wheel full 
fm-w,,,d until the tail slowly flew up 

35 mph to the takeoff attitude, 
my feet danced on the rudder 

to keep the machine pointed 
the end of the runway. This air

I felt, was a good deal trickier 
Citabria, which responds fairly 

prorrlptly to rudder inputs. 4A W seem
have a brief lag factor before 
deflection stopped the roomen

of the tail, and by then I had al
ready put in more rudder, so around 
the tail went· the other way. 

Back at Riverside, the airport beacon 
was on, but we couldn't see it because 
of haze and smog. Joho. got us a clear
ance to the. VOR at the airport, and 
from there the tower cleared us into 

the pattern for a landing. ~~:~s~~:~i~~t~ I 
ly, i got to taste 4AW's spicy 
characteristics only once. After the 
flight, I appreciated Isaacson's concern 
about training new students in the air
plane. But I imagine that the 
will turn out some pretty good ,""W'"g
ger pilots. 
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II's A Dual Time watch For Local & GMT Time 
• Set second time zone in 24 hour time 
• Accurate to ±15 seconds per month 
• Calendar with day of week and -date 
Irs A Chronograph For Timing Flights 
• TImes to 24 hours with 1/10Oth second accuracy 
• Has time-out feature and also gives lap/spin time capability 
.Gives first and second place times 
• Weighs only 1 ounce 
II's A Calculator For Flight Planning 
• New touch keys allow correct entry by any size finger 
• Four function Calculator (+/-Ix/-.;-) 
• Indicator shows math function in use 

The Casio C-80 is the ultimate in technology. Its computer 
brain is protected against water and shock by a tough 
polysulfone plastic case. Average battery life is an amazing 
15 months. Its mineral glass crystal resiSts scratches. 

Buy with Confidence 
We've become a leading media merchandiser by offering 
advanced technology products, prompt delivery, and a 30-
day, no-risk, money-back guarantee. If this prodoct isn't 
everything you expect, simply return it in new condition in 
30 days or less for a complete refund. 
In Stock and Ready for Shipment, Order Today 
Charge customers can caff toff free 24 hours a day. Order 
product number 100. 

(8001854-3831 :~I::r.';~ 

DWS marketing 
international 

350-A Fischer Avenue Dept. 9 
Costa Mesa, California 92626 
(714) 540·4444 
Call OUf toff-free number for quickest service or send your 
check, money order, or credit card info. Please allow time 
for checks to cfear. We accept VISA, M.C., A.E., D.C. 
charge cards. Add $2.50 for insured postage & hahdling for 
first product & $1.00 for each additional product. Calif. 
residents add 6% sales tax. 

@ DWS marketing international 1980 
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TAILDRAGGER 
Editor Keith Connes, a former 140 

owne~, flew 4A.W a few days later. He 
found it considernbly more difficult to 
maneuver on the- ground than the older 
Cessna and agreed that 4AW was a. 
touchy little taildragger. 

Later, I asked Summersett about the 
difference in ground handling of the 
two airplanes. He said he could only 
guess that there was some kind of mis-~ 
alignment in the Maule soft rubber tail
wheel, its axle or the tailwheel fork. 
Nevertheless, 4AW proved so popular 
that Parfiite received an offer for the 
airplane that they couldn't refuse, and 
it was sold right after we flew it. 

Aside _ from teaching conventional 
gear techniques, J eft' Kertes thinks that 
the taildragger: 150 has ,another training 
advantage; Jeff occasionally has a stu
dent who wants to start right off in a 
taildragger, which means a Citabria 
where Jeff teaches. Jeff says. the Cita
bria does fine until a student begins his 
cross-country_ training. But in that 
phase, jeff thinks their Citabria's rudi
mentary radios and narrow cabin, 
which interferes with a studen't handl
ing of his maps, can slow the learning 
process. The 150, with its wider cabin 
and more sophisticated avionics, is a 
mu~h better navigation trainer, he says. 
And the taildi.-agger conversion offers a verted, could be flown in either gear 
student both conventional gear train- configuration within a matter of hours: 
ing and a comfortable environment. "conventional gear one day, tric~le the 

Summersett got into the conversion next and back again if you! cl~oose." 
business about three years ago and has Later, Summersett told ·me that' "the 
been awarded several STCs for his ef- ,.-original installation takes 40-50 hours," 
forts. At last count, he had sold _.about '"and that the interchangeability feature 
104 conversion kits (for the 1'50) ~nd "is not practical on a day to day basis." 
was deJivering about. 10 per month. His From a maintenance standpoint, the 
STC approves th~ use of either spring conversion requires less attention than 
leaf or tube steel gear, depending on the standard 150/152. There's no oleo 
the aircraft model being converted. strut to service and, of course, the con
Those built before 1971 use leaf steel, version does away with the source of 
and later models use tube steel. The nosewheel shimmy. But these advan
tube gear has less whipping effect on tages and the performance increases are 
touchdown. Summersett said that he not the main reasons that people buy 
thinks it makes nicer wheel landings the.mod kits. "It's the novelty of the 
than it does in the three..:point attitude. airplane," Summersett says, and the 
The gear are not part of the kit, but utility afforded by the conventional 
are furnished by the owner. If your gear, opening up unimproved fields to 
airplane is equipped with one type and the 150. Some Alaskan owners have 
you want to change to the other, you equipped their conversions with snow 
have to provide the new gear. The tube skis, and there is interest in a float
gear kit sells fOI- $1,995 and the leaf plane version. Summersett has nearly 
gear kit for $1,950. Custom Aircraft completed certifying the installatiQn of 
will do the conversion· for you, ·but a 180 horse Lycoming 0-360 in the 
Summersett would not quote a price for 150 to give it more power for the floats. 
that work. He said that each conver- "It will run above red line at sea level," 
sion has to be priced at the time- the he says, "and at 9,000 ft, we're getting 
work is done. The kit itself contains 140 mph indicated." And you can have 
34 parts, considerably fewer than Bo- it with either conventional or tri-gear. 
len's kit. Essentially, it consists of That's the 150 taildragger conversion: 
brackets for the main gear, tailwheel sportplane, conventional gear· trainer 
components and rivets. and utility machine. From the way that 

One Custom Aircraft brochure we Summersett and Bolen are selling kits, 
saw claimed that an. aircraft. once con- it's 'a popular co~~ersion for an already 



.. 
Custom Aircraft Conversions, Inc. 

popular airplane. I'll -have to admit that 
Alpha Whiskey was an eye catcher. Its 
three-point stance and new paint 
scheme, with three fuselage strips burst
ing in broad hands up the tail fin, give 
the 150 a decidedly sporty look. But 
the airplane's modern lines appeared a 
little incongruous with conventional 
gear. The empennage, thickened by the 
dorsal, and the swept tail fin seemed 
out of place with the tiny tail wheel. 
Still, it looked nice. 

Maybe there are some 150/152 own
ers who buy the conversion kit to gain 
the extra utility it provides, but I think 
that Sumrnersett was probably right 
when he said it's the novelty factor that 
sells the tail dragger kit. They give a 
good but ordinary airplane the hint of 
something special, something the own
er can enjoy because his airplane is a 
little different from the rest of the 
pack. Something that, in turn, lifts him 
above the crowd. 

This is not iust another fai/dragger 150. Hiding inside the cDwl is a 180 hp Lycoming. 

Parftite's Bill Williams is still sold on 
the appeal and training benefits of the 
150 taildragger. The folks there are 
back in the hangar again, busy bolting 
together another one. Maybe it's like 
he said earlier: That little tailwheel 
makes flying "kind of fun again." D 

RemarkableNew~tar~rtte· 
Bonds With Aircraft Skin 
To BoostPerfonnance,Cut 
Drag, Save Fuel. 

DRAG REDUCED 
AN AMAZING 5.5% 

Star Brite was wind-tunnel 
tested on an actual flap seg-
ment of a production aircraft 
with original finish at the 
University of Miami's De-
partment of Mechanical En-
gineering. 

Star Brite consistently low-

ered skin drag between 
and 6%. 

WI" '''' "" ..... (Unpolished) (Polished) % 
(mph) Ibsll!" Ibslfl2 ReduCTion 

20 .0208 .0137 34%* 
40 .0792 .0625 21.2-%* 

60 .146 .137 6.15% 
80 .280 .266 5.0% 

100 .46 .432 6.1% 

120 .69 .655 5.1% 
140 .914 .862 5.7% 

155 113 1.07 5.3% 
'Errors ore significant owing to calculations In· 
volving measured quannlies which have relo-
~vely ~mnll vnli,QS, Mmpnmble 10 accurncy of 
the measuring instrument 

New Star Brite is a revolution in aircraft polishes. It contains 
no wax or lacquer to break down. It applies easily and quickly 
even in hot sun, restoring original color and finish. Yet it lasts up 
to a year. 

Star Brite contains its own cleaning agents and rust-removers. 
Use on paint, metal, even Plexiglas to polish out fine scratches. 

Oil, tar, exhaust smudge, tree sap, bug acids may be hosed off a. 
Star Brite finish with plain water. 

Star Brite Distributing Inc., 2699 South Bayshore Drive, Miami, FL 33133, Phone (305) 858-3636, TWX 810-848-6184 
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prone to weathercocking, and thus is 
harder to controL What's more, if the 
plane starts to swerve for any reason a 
groundloop can 'result: This is because 
the CG is behind the main gear, mak
ing the plane want to "swap ends" 
once a side load is developed -
whether from weathercocking, im
proper use of rudder or brakes, or a 
sideslip motion when touching down. 

Further, the taildragger requires a 
specific attitude when landing: three
point, or, in some cases, tailwheellow. 
Anything else will" result in an embar
rassing bounce, which can multiply in-

. to a series of mini touch-and-goes. 
There is an alternate method called 

the wheel landing, wherein,yoll fly the 
airplane arto the ground in level at
titude, moving the wheel or stick for
ward at touchdown to keep the mains 
plastered onto the runway. This tech
nique is trickier yet, however, and not 
advisable at all in some aircraft. 

My first thousand hours as a pilot 
were in taildraggers; I learned in one 
and owned three. (It was called "con
ventional gear" in those days.) But for 
years most of my flying has been in the 
more commonplace nosewheel type, 
and I must gear myself up; so to 
speak, whenever I get back to basics in 
a taildragger. Flying a taildragger 
makes for a more precise pilot whose 
antennae must stay highly tuned to 
wind, airspeed and attitude. Also the 
pilot should be prepared for a higher 
insurance bill. 
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The airplane I flew for this report is a 
1970 Aerobat belonging to Larry 
Culver of Orange County, California. 
He had his plane modified with a kit 
made by Custom Aircraft Conversions 
of San Antonio, and installed by 
ParfIite in Riverside, California. 

The kit, called Texas Taildragger, 
sells for $1,950 if you have a 150 with 
leaf spring gear and $1,995 if it's a 152 
with tubular gear. Jim Summersett of 
Custom says that installation should 
take 45 to 55 hours, and he will do it 
for $1,000. Some customers do it 
themselves under the supervision of 
an aircraft mechanic. 

Their standard ta-ilwheel is the small 
solid-tire type. You can order it with 
the larger Scott or Maule pneumatic
tire assembly, but if that's your 
preference, Summersett says you can 
probably save money by ordering the 
kit without the tailwheel and getting it 
yourself. The larger tailwheel is quieter 
and smoother, but it has some dis
advantages. It's considerably more ex
pensive, a bit heavier, you shouldn't 
spin with it, and it's one more tire that 
can go flat. 

As for the mains, the spring gear is 
better in most respects than the tube 
type for this conversion. Any mis
alignment can be corrected in the 
spring gear assembly; it can't in' the 
tube type. Also, the tubular legs have a 
tendency to vibrate or "walk" when 
taxiing, especially on an -uneven sur':' 
face. The tube gear does have a weight 

advantage 0f 16 pounds, which 
shouldn't be taken lightly. If you have 
the tubular legs and want to use the 
older style, you ·can probably pick 
them up from an aircraft junkyard. 

Custom claims a speed increcwe of 
nine mph and a 10-pound ,1galn in 
useful load. (The CG is unchanged.) 

. The company has sold 284 kits over the 
past two years and they have a 172 
conversion in the works. 

A competitor is Bush Conversions in 
Udall, Kansas. Bush bought Ralph 
Bolen's STC to add to their line of 
other mods. The kit sells for $2,395, 
which includes the spring legs; their 
mod does not accommodate tubular 
legs. If you can supply your own 
spring gear, deduct $100. 

The Bush conversion is heavier than 
Custom's. A plane,with the Bush mod 
does not change in weight or in CG. 
An extender raises the nose, allowing 
more rotation at takeoff, and Bush 
claims a speed increase of 10-12 mph. 

Bush will be making their own gear 
legs shortly, which they say will be an 
improvement over, the Cessna' pro
duct. Bush also makes a 172 conver
sion and will be producing one for'the 
182, hopefully by the end of the year. 
They do not, perform installations at 
present, but Ralph Bolen still does, in 
Springfield, Ohio. 

Now let's take a look at N8348M, 
Larry Culver's plane. It has the stan-' 
dard Aerobat paint job, which may 
turn some people on. Personally, J 
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think it's rather garish. On the positive 
side, the plane definitely looks more 
sporty than the standard 150, sitting 
lower to the ground and in the tail-low 
attitude. 

The Aerobat's seat covers have 
velcro closures and Can be removed 
easily if one wants to don chutes for 
tricky sky maneuvers. There's also a 
business-like D-ring for popping the 
door, should such maneuvers tear 
something loose. 

I flew with Jeff Kertes, a CFI who has 
lots of 150 taildragger time. Kertes 
weighs 230 pounds, and I thought I'd 
be squashed against the left door, but 
it wasn't too bad. The 150 has a huge 
baggage area with a 120-pound limit. 

Start-up procedure consisted of giv-

ing the engine a couple of shots at 
throttle (it has -an accelerator pump) 
and twisting the key. I taxied in a 
rather gingerly fashion at first, but 
soon felt comfortable. I should say at 
this point that a couple of years ago 1'd 
flown a slightly out-of-whack Texas 
Taildragger with tubular gear, and it 
tended to want to break out in a Vien
nese waltz with little or no provoca
tion. Culver's 48M, however, was 
behaving itself. Forward visibility was 
quite nice for a taildragger. 

We were loaded to gross on a warm 
day, and in an airplane I would not 
characterize as typical. Larry Culver 
told me that his 150 has been 10 mph 
slower than book at cruise before the 
conversion. After the mod, he said, it 

49M has the standard small tailwheel with the 
solid tire., A larger pneumatic-tired Scott or 
Mnule assembly is apailable as an option. 

showed book speeds, so I was not ex
pecting blazing performance. 

Among other things, the plane was 
equipped with a climb prop and an 
engine that was 1630 hours 0/~' The 
plane was out of rig, which qidn't help 
its performance. ' 

Takeoff procedure consists of advan
cing the throttle and getting the tail up 
as soon as it's ready. I did this, and at 
that point became very aware of a left 
crosswind I would hardly have noticed 
in a tri-gear. 

A 70-knot climb yielded a very 
respectable 600 fpm. On the crosswind 
turn I noticed that the rudder pedals 
were quite light compared to those 
that have to steer a fat nosewheel. 

At 4500 feet I levelled out, set up 71 
-percent power and got a reading of 96 
KTAS, exactly the same as book. 
Throttling back to 63 percent resulted 
in 92 KTAS, one knot above book. Fuel 
flow at 71 percent power was 5.3 gph, 
for 18.1 nmpg. At 63 percent, gas was 
sipped at 4.8 gph, providing about 19 
nmpg - good economy, especially at 
today's pump prices. 

Sound level was measured at 95 
db/A, which is, in a word, noisy. 

I tried some steep turns, and the 
plane was easy to hold at the desired 
angle of bank and altitude. Likewise, 
the craft was easily controllable at slow 
flight. 

When the 150 stalls, you get a 
definite break which is good in a 
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The conversion moves the main gear almost a 
door-width forward. This plane has the spring 
gear, which is better than the tubular gear for 

.the taildragger configuration. 

trainer. This plane had the 40-degree 
full flaps, as opposed to the 152's 
30-degree deflection. Cessna changed 
this primarily to avoid control prob
lems in go-arounds. I tried a full-flap 

What The 
Owners Say • • • 

Larry Culver, an engineer, owns 
the plane that was flown for this 
evaluation. 

I flew this plane for five years in 
the tricycle configuration and then 
had it modified. I had two reasons 
for making the mod: one, the visual 
appeal, and two, improved 
performance. 

I'm getting about 10 mph more 
speed than before. Also, I'm getting 
better climb performance and an in
creased service ceiling. I've cruised 
it at 12,500 feet. I'm not doing as 
well as some of the other people 
I've talked to because of the climb 
prop that's installed in my plane. 

The mod was done by Parflite in 
Riverside, California. I chose them 
because this is the fifth conversion 
they've done, so they've already ex
perimented on the other planes. 
The conversion cost about $3,000 
and took a week. They did a first
class job. 

This was my first taildragger time 
in about 20 years, and you tend to 
get. a little sloppy in a tricycle gear 
plane. In this one you don't want 
to get it going too fast on final or it 
will float. After I discovered the im
portance of maintaining the right 
airspeed on final there wasn't any 
problem. 

As far as crosswind landings· are 
concerned, the imporlanl thing is 
not to be too proud to go around if 
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simulated aborted landing and the 
plane responded well, but then, I 
didn't try to pull it into the sky all at 
once. As the flaps go down, there's a 
very noticeable pitch-up, followed by 
an equally noticeable pitch-down, so 
the techriique is push-then-pull. 

I shot some landings - still with the 
left crosswind - and it took a couple 
to get used to the configuration. My 
first one bounced, and Kertes made 
me feel better by telling me that the 
ship tends to do that with full flaps. He 
suggested 20. degrees. I tried it anq 
bounced no more. ·At least that first 
landing enabled me to see how the 
plane steered on the runway while 

-recovering from a goof-up, and it 
seemed fully controllable. 

I can see the appeal of a taildragger 
conversion of the 150 or 152. It turns a 
ho-hum plane into something that's 
more interesting, challenging, capable 
and much more fun to fly. 

it gets .uncomfortable for you. I've 
never made any wheel landings 
because a fellow I know who has 
one of these conversions dinged his 
prop making a wheel landing. 

Bob Hoskins, a teacher, owns a 
150 conversion. 

I owned the plane in its tricycle. 
gear configuration for 21f2 years, and 
it had gotten ~ind of tame for me. 
My biggest hobby was the airplane 
- flying into mountain strips, canal 
banks, levees - and I knew it was 
only a matter of time before I 
knocked the nosegear off. Even 
though I'd outgroV\!n the airplane~ it 
ran too well to get rid of it so I 
-decided on the conversion. 

I made the conversion myself 
under the supervision of an AI. The 
literature said that about 50 hours 
would do it. I found it was more 
like about 350 hours, but my AI 
was an ex-Marirte structural 
mechanic, and for him, those rivets 
had tobe perfect. I had to re-do it 
twice before it suited him. 

I have only about 15 hours flying 
time on the conversion, and I had 
to learn to fly all over again. I have 
about 25 hours of time in other tail
draggers - a )-3, L-16 and Super 
Cub - but this thing's different 
from any of them. 

With this plane, there's so much 
spring in the landing gear it's like 
landing on a trampoline. A wheel 
landing is almost impossible. 

On a hot day we get a lot of ris
ing air off the runway. I've had 
times when I tried to get·a full flap 
landing and my airspeed indicator 

. 

Economitally, hb:weve~, it doesn't 
make m'4ch sense. I've known a cou
ple of .FBOs who made the conversion 
expecting to get a lot of rentai action, 
but it didn't work out that way. (In the 
accompanying article, one leaseback 
owner provides sbme reasons why.) 
~y the same token, it's ques,tionable 

w hcthct you'll get your additional 
$3,000-4,000 investment back when 
yoti sell your plane. A recent issue of 
TRADE-A-PLANE had 56 ads for 
Cessna 1501152s, only one. of which 
was for a taildragger conversion. 

This brings tip anbJher point. If you 
do go tq the used plane marketplace, 
bear in mind that most of those 150s 
and 1525 started life as primary 
trainers and led pretty bumpy early 
lives. So buy with care. 

And when you get checked out in 
the taildragger _configur~fion, do it 
under every wind _condition you ex
pect to fly in with someone who's 
been there and back. • 

was clear off the low end, yet the 
plane just held up there until it 
dropped on the ground. It takes a 
lot of getting used to. 

It's a frustrating experience., I still 
haven't gotten a smooth landing 
out of it. But I wouldn't go back to 
the tri-gear for anything now. I real
ly enjoy the taildragger. 

Bill Hartman is Ii retired United 
Airlines captain who owned a 152.1( 
conversion with a partner. ! 

My partner and I had a couple of 
152s on leaseback to a flying club, 
and we thought the tailwheel con
version would make a good lease
back. It did not make a good lease
back airplane, however, because 'not 
all the instructors were checked out 
on it and they had a bit of trouble 
with it. One fellow dropped it in 
hard and bent the prop, which 
made it a bit expensive for him. 

In performance we picked up 
somewhere between 12 and 15 mph 
cruise, as well as better slow flight 
characteristics. However, we also 
had put in the gap seal rr:tod. 

I wouldn't say that performance 
is the main reason for the conver
sion. It also makes a very nice fiy
ing airplane out of a 152. I think it's 
due to smoother airflow, and in ad
dition you free the rudder p~dals 
from the nosew heel steering so 
almost all the feel you get in the 
pedals isair load. That gives you a 
nice balance between the rudder 
and ailerons. Most Cessnas are 
heavy on the rudder and light on 
the ailerons. 
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S ometirTle!5, th~re'_; just no' account
ing -for taste. Take your basic air

plane,-for example. A number of years back, 
. someone got the notion that moving the 

tailwheel up under the nose would improve 
the cantankerous landing manners of some 
of the old flying machines. At the safTle time 
this new design would eliminate the stream 
of colorful dialogue that often assaulted the 
passengers' ears as the pilot wrestled a stJ,Jb
born bird hell-bent on showing him who 
was boss. 

Modern aircraft designers, gleefully envi
sioned the day when the tailwheel would be 
banished to the same -musty storeroom as 
the cigar store Indian. They wanted to build 
an aircraft that wouldn't embarrass the pilot 
whose landing technique had grown a mite 
sloppy. Hanging the tailwheel on the nose 
was a natural; it soon became the "in" 
thing,--and a long string of these newfangled 
airplanes rolled off of the production lines. 
Along with them came a fresh breed of pilot 
who would never know the agony nor the 

. ecstacy. of performing an impromptu T en
,nessee Waltz down the runway. 

But the tailwheel airplane refused to s1m
ply fade away. As is the case with just about 
any "improvement" in aircraft design, shift
ing the tailwheel up to the nose did not 
come without its drawbacks. Although the 
pilot gained docile manners in the takeoff 
and landing regimes, he had 10 give up 
some speed, efficiency and fuel economy, 
and the new style cost ---more. Since 
nosewheel assemblies are typically far more 
massive than the old, reliable free-castering 
tailwheel, demon drag reared its pesky 
head. And drag requires more horsepower 
or a sacrifice of speed. Either way, the_ fuel 
bill gets heftier. Further, since the main gear 
in a nosewheel type is, by design necessity, 
located _ behind the CG, operations from 
unimproved strips suffer. With most of the 
weight in front of the main gear, a pitch 
down moment results upon landing that can 
threaten to bury the nose in a rut or soft 
ground. 

Consequently, old-lime pilots who had 
cut their aviation teeth on taildraggers and 
developed their skills in coping with feisty 
landing habits to a fine art, never really fell in 
love with the new style. It's understandable. 
After all, if you have already adapted to the 
old ways, why give up the utility and flexibili
ty simply to make life easier during what 
amounts to a very smaiJ segment of each 
flight? Besides, what's the-fun in landing an 
airplane that does most of the work for you? 
Who needs training wheels anyway? So the 
argument rages on, and although there real
ly isn't a clear-cut winner, the nosewheel 
jobs outnumber the taildown landers by a 
wide margin. 

But this could change if a company 
known as Custom Craft, in Texas, has its 
way. They have developed a kit that will 
convert to the tailwheel configuration any 
Cessna 150 or 152 from the 1967 model 
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Cessna ~150 Taildragger 
Your first.glimpse of the 150 taildragger will take your 

breath away. Squatting on ·its tail, it discards the stodgy, 
businesslike look of a trainer in favor of a playful image. 

year on up to the present. Having just com
pleted one of these Custom Craft confer
sions on a 1969 model Cessna 150, Al 
Kramer of San Val Flying Service in Van 
Nuys, California invited us to take a look at 
his handiwork. Aircraft Registration is 
technically labeled N 152EZ, but aircraft that 
we looked at for this story, a 1969 model, 
has a bit more diversified heritage than Ihat. 
With a 1974 wing, a 1971 empennage, a 
1969 engine and fuselage, (and who knows 
what other vintages were represented) one 
can't help but marvel at how little the basic 
Cessna 150 has changed over the years. 

Taildragger vs. nosewheel 

Still, whether it's an airplane built fro"m 
"experienced" parts, as AI likes to refer;o it, 
or a brand-new Cessna 152, you wouldn't 
think that there is_ much you can do to jazz 
up the ,indefatigable 150/152 lin-e. Cessna 
just didn't design it to be a snazzy airplane; it 
was built to be a simple-la-operate trainer 
that doesn't bite hard on the wallet. Yet, 
your first glimpse of the 150 taildragger will 
take your breath away. Squatting on its tail, 
it discards the stodgy, businesslike look of a 
trainer in favor of a jaunty, playful image. 

The notion struck me that this would be 
an ideal airplane for the tricycle-only pilot 

,~ .. 



yearning to get some time in a taildragger. 
Everything_, ex~epf'_ the __ gear -_is 'stock--_-1:'Sn, 
familiar _~nd- ,,~_o~for:ting,' tQ" the- hordes- ~(, 
aviators who have acquired their skills in the 
most ubiquitous trainer ever built. No need 
to worry about getting used to flight 
characteristics of a new airplane nor 
developing new habit patterns bliilt around a 
strange cOlJtrollayout. Just strap on the 150 
):md get on, with the job of mastering those 
neW 1~,nding'Jechniques_ 

The first few times it can be a struggle to 
. get all-Jbree wheels of a tailwheel airplane 

. __ :onto'the sam_e runWay with anYcsemblance 
of grace. A humbling experience, those 
taildraggers are, but there's immense educa
tional value in being forced 'to land an 
airplane correctly. You might be able to get 
away; for example, with carrying a little ex
cess approach speed in a tr:icycle gear ship, 
but a tailwheel job will reward such slop~ 
p~ne~ -with lot of float during the flare or, 

worse even, iI- series of ego-shattering 
bounces. Get a little clumsy on the rudders 
with a taildragger an.d you will find yourself 
mowing down the grass-as observers on the 
sidelines scramble to get 6ut of your way. 
No sir. The perspiration will come fast and 
furious during your fil"$t dozen 'or so land
ings in a taildragger., 'but you will come away 
with the satIsfaction of knowing Ihalsou <.:ciO 
handle some of the toughest landings 
aviaiton has fo offer. 

The,Tc:IiI~ragger Kit 
ByAIKramer 

f '-_, 

--', The. Custom 'Craft tailwheel coriver- ward leafspriilg bolt and ,a 'I\~ar mount. 
sian kit for the Cessna 150 caine~ com-- All of these Were installed without 
plete with detailed i_rlstructions, removing :any~ tail 'surface.- The 
blueprints and all ofthe necessary parts _ ,; tailwheel' is ,then bolted in place, tabs 
clearly labele~ and_properly fitted_~-T~e :' ~:ire>attached-:to the rudder arm for the 

'Jtttl_e,,:i:>arts-irimming· that .was: teq~i~e4 C" -' : :ste~ring"-springs and the .. springs are in-
'-}d-ui"ing installation wa,s inl.!anpbl~/'dJ.~:':.to,,~ stalled,to'give you a full 360-degree 

. slight differences in in(lividuaf airb·aff steerable tciilwheel. A plastic, -screw-on 
The instructions specif~i~~nai:U: sh~uld fairing' is- _included io further reduce 
tak,e, a pe~n of averag~-'i:rieFhanical drag and ,add to,the overall-ap-

,_-ability:, aqout-'?O'to_ 60 hours to install . pearance. This fairing isn't absolutely 
the, ~Jt;.-~~hic;h' is about.right. However, necessary, but it's nice- to- see a 

'the adllal-,insfallation labor is only' 25 manufacturer thinking: about more t~an 
to 30 hours, with the balance of the just the nuts~and-bolts design. 
time bein~c&ns,umed in digesting the Remova_1 of the nose strut is -a simple 
instructions and blueprints and in cor- matter. After withdrawal of one roll pin, 
relating the parts-with the draWings, a bolt at the lower engine mount and 
which is the proper way to start any two small steering _arm bolts, a slight 
convers'ion project in the first place'. twist dqwliw(lrd-has the entire 

One_bonus offered by this kit is: the nosewheel unit out in short order. You 
abilify,:Qnce.installed, to conv~rtback can either ,save this assembly and its at-
and-fbrth-beiw¢'en .the'triCYcle -and taching parts for reinstallation or you ' 
taiiwheel' configurations at will. Such can sefi if for,about $200 to someone <" 

reconversions should take no-mor.e whose Cessna 150 was landed idittle 
than two hours fo accomplish and -the too hard on- its nose. This brings up_a 
kit-contahis full.instructions-fqr doing good pOInt: The sarr{e type of acciden-
jusf'that. 'tal landing in a siock Cessna 150 that 

Starting ~ith 'the main gear, fit in- would cost you a bent prop,_engine 
stallation_ cansi'sts of removing the floor mount arid- steering tube along with 
cover in front'of the seats, installing firewall and lower cowling damage and 
two new bulkheads and bolting the possibly som'e ho_les 'in- the belly, would 
new Cess~a' gear bo'xes to th~se probably be limited, ji) our new 
bulkheads. A, liew floor pan is tneli at- taildragger; to a bent prop and spme 
tached uSing _appropriate spacers and uncomfortable bounces down the run-
shims. Once this is completed, the way; Unlike the ~;iginal Cessna 140, 
main gear is then removed .from lts old whose npse -wa~ r¢lptively easy to plow 

_ mounts and bolted info the_-newly in- into the turf, our conyerted 150 strong-
stalled gear boxes. 'Reshimming of the [y, resists this tendency. This alteration 
axles will be necessary to reestablfsh results.in considerab,ly more weight on 
the proper caster and camb~r for the the tailwheel than, for example, a 
wheels in their new position_ Citabria, and when that is coupled with 

The tail modifications are-'unique to the fad that the aircraft sits sever~1 in-
this kit in that nO,alteration of the rud- ches lower at the wing leading edge, 
der is required; other kits .require, the you have -a tailw-heel aircraft ihaf is just 
removal oUne lo~er rudtler. The plain- hard to nose over during a mis-
Custom Craft kit simply' 'has a lower judged t6uchdown~ 

, rear_tailcone skin doubler, four stif- To complete the job, we n-eed only 
feners, one inside mount for t~e for- remove the' steering tubes - worth 

about $50 each to a rebuilder - re
quiring the extradion of a cotter pili 
and a few turns of a screw. Cover 
plates are contained in the kit to seal 
the holes left in the lower fuselage after 
the steering tubes are withdrawn. 

Finally, the brake lines must be mov
ed forward to accommodate the new 
location of- th~ Il]ain gear._This well
designed -conversion kit _pn;>vides in
structions for simply tapping into the 
old fittings; leaving them in place 
should a-reconversion be desired. We 
did have to purchase about 1.0 feet of 
brake line at, a cost of about $20, since 
the line ,was -not included with the kit. 

One it~h1 nor covered by the instruc
ti6ris- is the location-of the :rabbit ear if 

navigation antenna that is _normally" 
p-ositioned on the upper tail' pointing 

---crearward. When you lower the tail; this 
5ntenna sits at abou,1 eye level making 
it ~ potential hazard, fat anyone walking 
around the rear of the airplane. To pre
vent th~ possibility of-anyone getting 
aCCidentally poked in the eye, we 
found 'it necesary to heat the antenna 
prongs and bend them forward. 

The Custom Craft kit that we used is 
aQplicoble to the 1967 through 1970 
model Cessna 1505. The -manufadurer 
has Just completed a new kit, also 
STC'd, thaHits later tubular gear 
models, making this saine-conversion 
now available for all Cessna 150, 152 
and Aerobat models from 1967 on. 
Retailing for $1 ,950 plus about $20 
for brake, lines and subtracting the 
$300 worth of salable parts, this kit of
fers a net conversion cost totalling 
$1,670. Should you have someone 
else install the kit, those labor charges 
will be additional, of course. Either 
way·, the result will be an aircraft that is 
pure fun to fly, outperforms a 1979 
tricycle gear model and draws attention 
wherever you land. 
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U~lt 
p(t(~In~T SIM(JI,A'rml 
··1)1l0(~lmIJlll~S· .. 

is a comprehensive 324 page book of 
_ step-by-step radio navigational procedures 

that answer::; the question: 

"Where am I?" 

~ Jeppesen Hook 
~ Club Selection. 

T Endorsed by Ana
log Training Com
puters for use with 
their ATe 610-J 
desk-top simulator. 

T Complete, precise 
and well organized 

. , . foremost in supplementing" any instru-: 
ment cours~-Air Progress Magazine. 

A Practical-Gift Idea, Too! 
Please send me -a copy of IFR Pocket Simulator 
Procedures. Enclosed is my c!ieck for $ 14.95 
plus $1.00 postage and handling; payable to: 

UN .... ED 
AV.A .... ON 
GROUp· 

P.O. Box 367, Pacific Palisades, CA 

(J.3 Cub Shirt -S7.OO) 
plus S 1.00 lor shipping . 

Send me the f~"owing T-Shirt(s): 
Aircraft Typo; Shirt Color; Logo Color(s) 
o Piper J·3 Cub; yellow; red, black, brown 
o Aeronca; yellow; red 
o Taylorcrall; blue; yellOW . 
o Cessna (old style); grey; red 
o Ercoupe; grey; yellow 
o Luscombe; grey; light blue 
o Grumman Amerioon;- blue; white 
o Beechcraft; light blue; while 
o Piper (new); blacK; while 
o Cessna (new); red; yellow 
o Mooney; yellOW; black 

o Smoll 0 ",odium .0 Lorge 
California residents odd 6% sales 
tax:"US and Canadian orders only 

lfewn's lOInpan~ 
P.o Box 5721. Ocean Pork CA 90405 
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It wasn't hard to spot 152EZ as we stroll
ed toward the flight line. AI had custom 
painted his new toy a bright red and yellow 
over white, a color scheme that gave the 
airplane a sporty, exciting look. The rakish 
angle of the fuselage contrasted sharply with 
the standard 150s and 152s that sur
rounded it 

I was curious to see what effect this cbn· 
version had on the weight and balance, and 
a look at the appropriate papers revealed 
that it was nominal: about eight pounds less 
weight and a reaward CG shift of about 
one·haJf an inch. Nothing there that should 
affect the flight characteristics. 

Close ,examination during the walkaround 
showed little eviden-ce that the airplane had 
been modified. This was a professional job. 
Both the main gear and the tailwheellooked 
like they belonged there and, with the ex
ception of two circular plugs in the lower 
nose cowling that sealed the holes through 
which the steering tubes had passed, there 
wasn't any evidence that a rather large 
nosewheel had once dwelled under the 
nose. 

Shifting the main gear foward had 
resulted in lowering the height of the 
airplane at the wing leading -edge about two 
inches, - giving the taildragger a much 
smaller look than its tricycle siblings. This 
would also lend itself to better ground stabili
ty, since the CG would be that much closer 
to the runway. The practical benefit of this 
lowered- height; though, would show up 
while taxiing because visibility was excellent 
over the nose and there was no need to 
S-turn down the taxiway at all. 

With the outside air temperature hovering 
at 27. degrees above standard, takeoff was a 
little sluggish but no more so than it wou~d 
have been in a normally configured Cessna 
150. There is physically more weight on the 
tail than.in most conventional gear aircraft, 
and this showed up during the takeoff roll 
when a bit more foward pressure was re
quired to get the tail up than an experienced 
tailwheel pilot might expect. If you've never 
flown a faildragger befor-e, however, you· 
won~-f even notice this and it will help keep 
you from dipping the prop into the concrete. 
Even at slow rolling speeds, the rudder was 
more than capable of handling the steering 
requirements with the tail off of the ground. 

Climbout was also a little sluggish, due 
-partly to-the high ambient temperature and 
partly to the fact that the engtne tach showed 
almost 2800 hours. A timed climb between 
1 500 and 2500 feet yielded a 500 fpm 
average rate of climb, which is about 60 fpm 
less than the book called for under those 
conditions; This wasn't really a fair test, 
though, since we were fighting some con
vection-generated updrafts and downdrafts. 

Stalls were absolutely conventional for the 
150 series, gentle with a slight tendency for 

a wing to drop at the break. Recovery came 
promptly after releaSing back pressure. The 
no-flap stall came right at 55 mph indicated, 
which is what the manual predicted. It was 
clear that the conversion had no effect what
soever on the flight characteristics, so we 
proceeded to do a speed test. 

At 2500 feet with the OAT at 86 degrees 
Fusing 68 per cent power, the airspeed in
dicator settled at 112 mph, which trues at 
120 mph and is 12 mph better than book. 
That's an 11 per cent increase in TAS" 
which should translate to the fuel consump
tion column as well. This is not a bad im
provement and certainly supports the 
arguments of those pilots who favor tail
draggers. 

After confirming that the airplane flies ex
actly like its brothers and that a gain in cruis
ing speed is a fait accompli, we headed back 
to the airport for some landings. AI sug
gested that he try the first landing so that he 
could demonstrate just how short this bird 
would land. With about a four-knot head-
wind component, the rollout was a little over 
250 feet. I was impressed. All other condi-
tions being eq~al, the taildragger can land 
shorter than its comparable nosegear 
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PLACE I 
LABEL 
HERE 

---------------equivalent because of induced aerodynamic Change of address?- Attach 
drag of the wing at the high angle of attack the label for your old address in 
during rollput, which acts as a very effective 

the space provided above and brake right from the moment of touchdown. 
write in your new address below. After that demonstration, it was my turn. It 

had been a long time since I had sat in the Entering a ne1N subscrip
cockpit of a taildragger and I would get to tion? Check the appropriate box 
find out firsthand whether or not this and fill in your name and address 
airplane would make a good transition below. ,'l 
trainer. My first landing was awful. The Renevving? Check the appro-
touchdown was okay, but I wasn't used to priate box below I attach yOur 'mail-
the sensitive steering response of the tail- :, ing label in the space abO\:/e and 
wheel and a series of not-so-concentrit half ""-'make sure your address as printed 
circles down the runway was my reward for is correct. 
having clumsy feet. The second landing was 
a little better, though forgetting to pull full 
back elevator at touchdown triggered a mild 
series of hoppity-hop porpoises that didn't 
help my ego very much. By the third land
ing, though, I was beginning to get the hang 
of things - a tribute- to the airplane's basic 
forgiving ways. 

Sooner or later, every pilot hankers to get 
back to basics, and what could be more 
basic than a conventional-gear airplane? 
Add to that the docile, well-behaved nature 
of the Cessna 150/152 and you have an 
ideal airplane for learning what real flying is. 
And if you should also need-a low-cost per
sonal airplane bu'ilt for two that gets you 
there a little faster and has t-he flexibility to set 
down where you want to, then you should 
consider this handy modification. (Of course 
if you do it yourself, your work must be 
done under the authorization-of, and signed
off by, an A&P.) 

It's a fun airplane to handle and attractive 
to look at; an airplane for the person who 
still loves to fly - just for the sport of it. • 
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Texas Taildragger 
Packs More Power! 
Your Cessna 150 gets a power boost with 
this new taildragger conversion kit. 
By Nick Pocock 

T
AILDRAGGERS HAVE BECOME 
collector's items in recent years. Like 
the passing of the convertible car, 

take them away, and suddenly everybody 
wants one! 

I was brought up dragging my tail (my 
old boss probably would have confirmed 
this attribute!). The Tiger Moth biplanes 
we flew had tailskids that really dragged, 
not tailwheels like those "tail-rollers," as 
perhaps they should be called. The term 
conventional gear is confusing, because tri
cycle gears have become more common 
than tailwheels. On the other hand, tricycle 
isn't an explicit term, because most gear 
arrangements have three wheels. Perhaps 

we should settle for the labels nosewheelers 
or tailwheelers to clarify the config
urations. 

Tricycle gears have gained wide accept
ance because they make takeoffs and land
ings easier for inexperienced pilots. For this 
reason, they are sometimes referred to as 
training wheels. Because of the position of 
the wheels relative to the airplane's center
of-gravity, the aircraft is directionally stable 
while on the ground. When landing a tri
cycle gear aircraft, the shi p tends to settle 
onto all three wheels, at which attitude the 
angle of attack of the wings is reduced. A 
tailwheel aircraft has to be flown onto the 
ground just right or control corrections will 

need to be made afterwards. The tricycle
geared aircraft also sits level on the ground 
(remember that long climb up the aisle of a 
DC-3 airliner, grasping desperately onto 
the seats for support), and provides better 
visibility over the nose while on the ground. 

The taildragger does have a number of 
advantages, however, especially when 
operating from rough fields. To provide a 
reasonably priced, all-metal tailwheel air-

At 70-knot indicated the rate of climb 
needle pegged out above the ISOO fpm 
calibration. The 180 bpTexasTaildrag
ger ISO climbs away briskly. 



craft, Jim Summersett, president of 
Custom Aircraft Conversions, Inc., of San 
Antonio, Texas, produces the ''Thxas Tail
dragger" conversions for the Cessna 
150 , 152 and 172. 

Jim Summersett joined the USAF in 1948 
and served as a crewchief on C-97 and 
C-124aircraft. In 1951, he left the Air Force 
to become a heavy aircraft inspector at 
Kelly Air Force Base. While there, he 
learned to fly under the GI Bill of Rights in 
Aeroncas and Piper J-3 Cubs - taildraggers 
right from the start. 

In 1955, Summersett joined Dee Howard 
as an aircraft mechanic. He worked his way 
up to become chief pilot, flying the Lock
heed Super Ventura, with R-2800 engines, 
and the pressurized Howard 500 executive 
aircraft, equivalent in performance to the 
Grumman Gulfstream. Summersett 
worked and flew many hours with Dee 
Howard, who taught him a lot and' for 
whom he has great respect. Traveling, sell
ing aircraft and discussing ideas with 
Howard aroused Surnmersett's interest in 
aircraft modifications. He went on to flight 
test the Howard 250, a nosewheel-conver
sion Lodestar and built up 14,000 hours 
total flying time, mainly flying a Howard 
500 to Costa Rica for a company that built 
highways there. 

At about that time, executive jet aircraft 
were introduced by other companies, and in 
1968 Summersett decided to start Custom 
Craft, Inc., to manufacture furniture for 
Mitsubishi aircraft, chemical laboratories 
and churches. In 1979, he started Custom 
Aircraft Conversions, Inc., to manufacture 
aircraft seats and Cessna modification kits, 
and in 1983 sold the cabinet division of 
Custom Craft. 

Although Texas Taildragger kits proba
bly are the best known of Summersetfs 
Supplemental'JYpe Certificates (STCs) for 
aircraft modifications, he has an impressive 
list of others to his credit. These include his 
first surplus L-19 wings for Cessna 170 and 
172 and side-facing seats and couches for 
Learjet, De Havilland DH-125, Piper 
Navajo and Cessna400 series. Custom Air
craft' makes the seat structures only; the 
upholstery is done by another shop. Other 
STCd products are toilet seats for Mit
subishi MU-2 and Diamond 2, Cessna 
Citation, King Air, Queen Air and Jet 
Commander 1121. 

The Custom Aircraft Conversions, Inc., 
factory is located in an industrial area 
across the highway from San Antonio's 
International Airport. Although close to 
the airport, aircraft have to be disassembled 
and trucked to or from the factory. This is 
not a disadvantage, however, because Sum
mersett's activities are the design and devel
opment of modifications and the manufac
turing of materials, components and kits, 
rather than working directly on customers' 
aircraft. The factory houses an office area, 
storerooms and a shipping department 
where the kits are assembled and packaged. 
The main shop area has an assortment of 
vacuum-molding tables for manufacturing 

fiberglass components, and 4x8-foot sheets 
of composite board for furniture. This is a 
sandwich of two layers of fiberglass enclos
ing a layer of Klegecell closed-cell foam. 
The resulting lightweight material can be 
used in place of plywood in making aircraft 
furniture. There also are several machine 
tools, a sheet-metal brake, shear, roller and 
heliarc welder and test rigs. There are 
Cessna 150 fuselages, which are used for 
testing, and another one which is being 
converted into a second demonstrator 180-
hp Texas Taildragger. What really attracts 
one's attention is the skeleton of a different 
kind of ultralight, which, because it still is 
under development, is not yet rcady for any 
pUblicity. Another useful product Custom 
Aircraft is developing is a hand pump and 
hoses capable of transfering fuel from an 
automobile tank to an aircraft tank at R 
gpm. The company claims it will be safer 
and more practical than other pumps on the 
market. 

The Texas Taildragger 
can be spun legally up to 
a gross weight of 1600 
pounds. 

Although Cessna 150 taildraggers utilize 
the original maingear legs, the 172 taildrag
ger gear legs are specially made by Custom 
Aircraft. They are cut out by a bandsaw 
from % -inch plate (instead of lis-inch, as on 
the original, which also makes them strong 
enough for a Cessna 182 taildragger!). They 
are then heat treated, magnafluxed and 
shot-peened. 

The business keeps Summersett very 
busy today, but he still finds time to build 
and fly free-flight model aircraft and to 
restore antique cash registers. 

I would be one of the first to welcome the 

The 180 hp 150 Texas Taildragger. Note 
the reduced cooling air intake area in 
the fiberglass nose-bowl cowling. 

elimination of nosewheels on Cessna 150s 
because they tend to shimmy. If anyone has 
devised a cure, the owners of the aircraft I 
flew either did not know about it or could 
not afford it! Examining the taildragger 
Cessna 150 conversion, Iwas pleased to see 
that an aluminum tailwheel with a solid 
soft -rubber tire is available. My experience 
with pneumatic tailwheel tires has been 
similar to automobile battery terminals
thcy cause more trouble than any(hing else, 
probably because they are e,,!,ily neglected 
or they need more than their fair share of 
attention. The solid tailwheel costs $150, 
compared to $488 for a Scott. The bigger 
Scott 3200 or 8-inch Maule also are avail
able, however, and would be more suitable 
for rough-field work. The tailwheel is 
mounted on a leaf-spring and the tailcone 
skin is reinforced around the area of attach
ment by a sheet of .000-inch, 2024T3 alu
minum alloy. 

Any Cessna 150, 152, Aerobat or 15O-hp 
model from 1959 to present can be con
verted to a Thxas Taildragger. In 1971, 
Cessna changed from leaf springs to 
tubular spring maingear legs, which were 
16 pounds lighter, but more expensive to 
make. Kits are available for both types. 
Additional fittings from the kit are bolted to 
bulkheads forward of the seats for moving 
the maingear forward for the tailwheel con
figuration. The original maingear fittings 
are left in place and the openings covered by 
small screw-on plates. It is comparatively 
easy to change back to tricycle arrange
ment, if so desired. The kits have STC and 
PMA (Parts Manufacturers Approval, 
involving annnal inspection of the shop) 
and approval by the FAA. All necessary 
parts are labelled and included in the kits, 
along with drawings and detailed instruc
tions. The installation takes from 40 to 55 
hours, depending upon the individnal. The 
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TAILDRAGGER 
continued 

center of gravity is unchanged after making 
the conversion, but the aircraft is approxi
mately 10 pounds lighter and has less drag. 
Summersett suggests that if an installer 
wishes to check the weight reduction. he 
should weigh the complete aircraft before 
and after making the conversion. Using the 
standard weight is not accurate, because 
apparently similar aircraft often will differ 
in weight. 

In testing the conversion, the tailwheel 
mounting was required to withstand a load 
of 1500 pounds at 45° C. It actually failed at 
a 2100-pound load. The converted aircraft 
remains in the utility category and spins are 
still permitted. 

Summersett estimates about 50,000 
Cessna 150s were built. He has sold 354 
taildragger kits since he began marketing 
them in 1980. Many of these have gone to 
missionary pilots in South America and to 
bush pilots in Alaska. Most other taildrag
gers available in Alaska are fabric covered. 
He gets about 30 letters of inquiry per day 
and has sold kits to customers in New Zea
land, Australia, England, South Africa and 
in France, where the Cessna 150 is manu
factured under license by Reirns Aviation. 

10 really transform a Cessna 150 into a 
spritely taildragger, the 180-hp Lycoming 

The tailwheel installation on the Texas 
Taildragger is neat, in spite of the extra 
reinforcing provided. 
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0-360 conversion is the answer. When 
Summersett decided to install a 180-hp 
engine and get it certified, he. and Jack 
Sinunons, a Structures DER (Designated 
Engineering Representative) contacted the 
FAA, which said, '1t can't be done." 

"Why not?", tltey asked. 
"lbo much power", was the reply .. 
They did it anyway and' spent about 

$70,000 to develop and STC the conver
sion. The taildragger conversion cost 
$35,000. This originally was done as a one« 
time personal conversion, but when other~ 
showed interest, they obtained a multiple 
STC. 

The 180-hp basic kit consists of the 
engine mount, exha.ust system, fiberglass 
nose bowl, with drawings, data plate and 
STC paperwork. Also available in a kit are: 
baffles, carburetor heat box, oil cooler, 
electric fuel pump, spinner, Lord mounts 
and bolts. 

Another ingenious modification STCd 
early in 1984 is the long-range tank, made 
by removing the portion of the wing rib 
outboard of the existing tank, drilling holes 
in the outer side of the tank and welding an 
extension to it, using the drilled side as a 
slosh baffle. A cover plate is screwed over 
the modified tank to form a structural skin 
on the upper wing surface. This adds a total 
of 40 gallons fuel capacity to the aircraft. 

The 180-hp Texas Taildragger demon
strator (N18741, originally built in 1973) 
with long-range tanks has a range of 834 
n. In. Summersett flew it 521 n.m. from 
San Antonio to Wichita, Kansas, in three 
hours, 55 minutes, on 31 gallons of fuel, 
which he calculated to be 17nmpg, with a 
groundspeed of 133 knots. He then won the 

Best Modified Aircraft award at the Cessna 
fly-in at the Cessna factory. 

Although the 180-hp engine requires avi
ation fuel, its performance gives the Thxas 
Taildragger a number of advantages: It can 
climb to 15,000 feet in about the same time a 
standard Cessna 150 would take to climb to 
5000 feet! It can get up to 16,000 feet to get 
above weather, or take advantage of tail
winds to make a groundspeed of perhaps 
143 knots. The tailwheel modification 
alone increases cruising speed by eight 
knots, rate of climb by 65 fpm and elinti
nates the high maintenance of the nosegear 
oleo, shimmy damper and bearings. The 
gross weight is 1760 pounds, but it handled 
just as well during the flight tests for the 
FAA at 1980 pounds gross. Sunnnersett is 
convinced that the aircraft provides cheaper 
transportation for a businessman than he 
would get by Greyhound bus! 

I met Jim Summersett at Tim's Airpark, 
near Austin, Texas, to fly his demonstrator 
180-hp Thxas Taildragger Cessna ISO. Sit-

The Texas Taildragger 
can climb to 15, 000 feet in 
the same time it takes a 
standard C-150 to climb to 
5000feet. 

ring out on the apron with its brw¥n-and
cream paint shining in the hot T~xaS sun, the 
aircraft already had attracted a number of 
admirers from the people around the termi
nal building. 

Surnrnersett showed me around the air
craft, pointing out the various features: The 
new fiberglass nose bowl for the ISO-hp 
Lycoming engine had smaller cooling air 
intakes with streamlined fairings leading 
inside for better cooling and reduced drag. 
For efficiency in this type of duct, the intake 
area should be half that of the air..exhaust 
outlet area, Summersett explained. The 
maingear legs were mounted further for
ward and the original mounting point for 
the tricycle configuration was covered by a 
small plate. The tailwheel installation was 
neat and clean. 

I asked Summersett about the row of 
rivets around the fuselage of the original 
150, just forward of the tail surfaces. I once 
saw these rivets fail on a standard 150 when 
a student managed to run through a barbed
wire rence. Summersett explained that this 
is not a weak point for the tail wheel 
arrangement. 

We climbed aboard. No step is necessary 
on the taildragger 150, as it is easy to step 
directly into the seated position. An adrli
tional step is necessary for the 172 and is 
provided with the taildragger kit. 

I adjusted my seat and Sunnmersett 
made absolutely sure the locking pin on the 



adjustment was properly engaged. A wise 
precaution, I thought; but I was to under
stand this better during the actual flight. 

We taxied out to the end of the runway 
with positive control from the steerable tail
wheel, the effective and smooth brakes only 
being necessary occasionally in the stiff 
breeze. Visibility over the nose was excel
lent fur a taildragger and very little different 
from the standard tricycle 150. 

Summersett suggested using 10' of flaps 
for takeoff and he also turned on the electric 
fuel pump. I opened the throttle, holding 
left aileron to compensate_ for a 450 

crosswind, raised the tail and held the air
craft on the runway. Control response was 
positive and effective. At about the time I 
was thinking of easing it into the air, Sum
mersett made a lifting motion with the palm 
of his hand. As I eased back on the yoke, the 
aircraft climbed away briskly, and as it 
gained altitude, I progressively increased 
the angle of climb. We soon were at pattern 
altitude, with the airport still below us. 

After leveling off and setting the throttle 
to give 2450 rpm (75 % power), I noticed an 
indicated airspeed of 128 knots with the 
outside air temperature about 96' E I tried 
some level turns to get the feel of the air
plane, but somehow that seemed a useless 
exercise. That 180-hp engine was just itch
ing to be used. This was not an Aerobat 
(although the 18Q-hp conversion is also cer
tified for the Aerobat), so I did not consider 
aerobatics, but wanted to experience that 
fantastic climb again. At full throttle, I 
raised the nose to a steep angle; at 70 knots 
indicated, the rate of climb needle pegged 
out somewhere above the 1500-fpm calibra
tion. It certainly would make a fine per
forming glider-tug, although the restricted 
visibility of a high-wing and the nose-high 
angle in the climb probably would cause me 
to prefer a Piper Pawnee. 

Eventually, somewhere 
below the 35-knot mark, 
the aircraft finally 
wallowed into a stall, 

I made some climbing turns up to 3000 
feet and then eased back on the yoke to try a 
power-on stall. At that moment, I realized 
why Sununersett had made absolutely sure 
the seat was properly locked to the adjust
ing rails, as I felt the seat shift slightly 
against the slack in the mechanism. The 
nose was by then pointing skyward at a 
ridiculously steep angle, and it just did not 
want to quit! With 35 knots indicated air
speed, I still had full control. Sununersett 
pointed to the oil and cylinder-head tem
perature gauges, which were still reading in 
the lower portion of the green band, in spite 
of the low airspeed. Eventually, somewhere 
below the 35-knot mark, the aircraft finally 

wallowed into a gentle stall, from which I 
recovered immediately by relieving the 
hack pressure on the yoke. 

I then tried a power-off stall,which was 
equally docile and occurred at a little over 
35 knots indicated. Summersett explained 
that the center of gravity is at about center 
of the range with full fuel and two people on 
board. The aircraft only can be spun legally 
up to a gross weight of 1600 pounds, but the 
spin characteristics are just like a standard 
Cessna 150. 

I was reluctant to put down this new toy 
as it was such a joy to fly, but somehow it 
inspired confidence on this first flight and I 
was looking forward to trying a landing. 
We rejoined the airport pattern, slowed 
down to 70 knots on the downwind leg and 
lowered the flaps 10'. At 60 knots without 
power On final, I crabbed into the quarter
ing crosswind, yawed the nose to -line up 
with the runway and lowered the left wing 
as we crossed the threshold. -As the speed 
decreased, I flared, still holding the wing 
low, as the wheels touched one-by-one and 
settled onto three-points. Directional con
trol was positive during the landing ron to 
the end before braking with the smooth and 
effective toebrakes and taxiing back to the 
apron. I had to apologize fur my imperfect 
landing. Summersett said, "It's what hap
pens afterward that really counts. If you 
make a squeaker you don't really know how 
the aircraft could react. Anyway, when you 
told me you flew a Luscombe, I didn't 
worry." 

The Texas Taildragger kit for the Cessna 
150 series is $1950 with leaf springs, or 
$1995 with tubular maingear legs. The 
Cessna 172 Texas Thildragger kit is $2695. 
A Long Range Tank kit for a Cessna 150 
series aircraft costs $995 for an exchange, 
$1400 outright. The basic 180 hp engine 
conversion kit for Cessna 150 series costs 
$1665. 

The Texas Taildragger was comfortable, 
relaxing and fun to fly, with that extra bene
fit of a lively powerplant, which made it 
really exciting. _ 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact 
James A. Summersett, Custom Aircraft 
Conversions, Inc. , 222 W. Turbo Drive, San 
Antonio, TX 78216; telephone 
512-349-6358. 
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